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ABSTRACT 

 

The fast and reliable measurement techniques in determining bread-making quality such as GlutoPeak 

parameters is need in a cereal quality breeding programs. Therefore, this study intended to investigate gene 

actions in the inheritance of gluten rheological properties measured by Glutopeak tester in 28 hybrids of 

“Line×Tester” bread wheat and their 11 parents based on knowledge of combining ability.  There was a 

prominence of non-additive gene effects for all the traits examined. Well-performed parents such as DH20 and 

Harmankaya-99 were good combiners for almost all examined traits. “DH16×Bezostaja-1”, “DH20×Bezostaja-

1”, “DH20×Harmankaya-99”, “DH21×Altay-2000”, and “DH22×Kate A-1” were promising combinations 

based on their SCA effects. There may be an opportunity to select the best genotypes in the F2 generation for 

protein rate, sedimentation value and GlutoPeak parameters such as peak maximum time (PMT) and 

maximum torque (AM and PM) considering the little increase in narrow sense heritability. This first report, 

which sheds light on the genetic analysis of GlutoPeak parameters, should be supported by studies that will 

examine the Glutopeak properties in different segregation generations of hybrids with different originated 

parents. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For many years, the main theme of common wheat 

(Triticum aestivum L.) breeding programs has been the 

development of new varieties with high yield and quality. 

A breeder's primary task is to provide both high-yielding 

genotypes for growers and high-quality products for 

consumers. Certainly, the yield has always been and will 

be the main target of plant breeding; however, the 

selection is mostly done for quality nowadays, especially 

by phenotyping and relying on principal cereal chemistry 

and rheology. Improving the bread making quality of 

wheat varieties is a process that needs to be examined for 

some parameters such as protein ratio, gluten quality, 

sedimentation value, rheological properties, and the 

contribution of selection to be made in early generations is 

important. Bread-making capacity is mostly based on the 

protein amount and flour quality (Hruskova and Famera, 

2003). Therefore, it is essential to detect the gluten 

properties as the wheat flour strength is closely associated 

with gluten content and quality (Jirsa and Hruskova, 

2005). Gluten plays a key role in producing the peculiar 

baking quality of wheat by supplying water absorption 

capacity, viscosity, elasticity, and cohesiveness in a dough 

(Wieser, 2007). Thus, if the protein or gluten content is 

not known, it is impossible to completely characterize the 

wheat flour quality. Also important to the analysis is 

determining the sedimentation value, which shows a 

correlation with gluten content, loaf volume, and baking 

quality (Hruskova and Famera, 2003). The protein 

content, wet and dry gluten, and the rheological properties 

of flour should be defined to determine a suitable 

improved variety for the bakery industry (Baslar and 

Ertugay, 2011). 

Furthermore, several rheological tests, such as the 

farinograph, extensigraph, mixograph, and alveograph are 

used to characterize wheat processing and bread-making 

quality and have become significant measurements for 

wheat grain and flour quality (Gabriel et al., 2017). 

Rheological tests indicated relative dough strength are not 

ideal as fast screening methods to recognize the flour 

gluten strength at the early stages of wheat breeding 

because a lot of milled grain samples are needed for these 

tests and the throughput is limited (Wang et al., 2017). For 

this reason, breeders are seeking for a way to enable 
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quality testing of wheat genotypes in the early stages of 

breeding programs using limited samples. GlutoPeak is 

currently used as a fast and reliable method to evaluate 

rheologically end-use quality traits in a shorter period and 

using a small-scale sample (Rakita et al., 2018). 

GlutoPeak tester measures the aggregation behavior of 

gluten and quickly provides information on gluten quality, 

flour-water absorption, dough-mixing stability indicators, 

tenacity, and extensibility (Fu et al., 2017). Bouachra et al. 

(2017) reported that GlutoPeak tester can be used to 

predict the bread volume, and the best estimation of loaf 

volume can be obtained with Brebender equivalent at 

maximum torque (BEM) value measured 15 s before the 

maximum torque and protein content. 

Quality tests that require a small amount of flour such 

as the GlutoPeak are now popular with breeders for 

selection in the early generations (Sissons, 2016). In 

recent years, the growing interest in studies on GlutoPeak 

tests has led to its widespread popularity. However, these 

studies are mostly limited to the optimization of the test, 

its correlation with other quality characteristics, and 

evaluation of different varieties (Marti et al., 2015; 

Bouachra et al., 2017; Kutlu et al., 2017; Rakita et al., 

2018; Wang et al., 2017).  Especially in the early stages of 

breeding programs, the selection success could be 

increased by determining the genetic parameters of 

GlutoPeak traits, protein content, gluten content, and 

sedimentation value.  

“Line×Tester” analysis is an improved form of the 

"top-cross” method for the determination of appropriate 

parents and hybrids of important selection characters as 

well as the efficient use of the information to be obtained 

in breeding programs (Kempthorne, 1957). In the method, 

two groups of genotypes called line and tester are used. It 

is desired to test the studied characters of the lines that are 

genetically homozygous. The testers are selected from 

high-yielding and high-quality cultivars that are well 

adapted to the region. Each of the testers is hybridized 

with the lines and hybrid progeny is obtained as the 

number of "Lines×Testers". In the population created with 

this method, it is intended to estimate the different types 

of gene effects and heritability degrees by obtaining 

information about general and specific combining 

abilities. 

The study aimed (1) to evaluate 28 “Line×Tester” 

bread wheat crosses and their 11 parents in terms of basic 

quality traits and GlutoPeak parameters, (2) to estimate 

the gene effects that plays a role in the heritability of 

examined characteristics, and (3) to determine the proper 

parents and promising crosses. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Plant material and experimental design 

In this study, seven doubled haploid (DH) wheat lines 

were crossed with four cultivars (Altay-2000, Bezostaja-1, 

Harmankaya-99, Kate A-1) by applying the “Line×Tester” 

crossing scheme. The pedigrees of the DH lines were like 

this: 33IBSWN-S-244 / Mufitbey for DH6, DH18, DH19, 

DH20, DH21 and DH22; Tosunbey / Mufitbey for DH16. 

The DH lines were improved in the F2 generation of the 

hybrids that are given pedigrees and have different 

genotypic traits.  F1 plants of these 28 hybrids and their 11 

parents were grown in a randomized complete block 

design with three replications during the 2015-2016 

growing season. F2 plants of these 28 hybrids and their 11 

parents were grown in the 2016-2017 growing season at 

Eskisehir Osmangazi University Agriculture Faculty 

research areas, Eskisehir, Turkey. The plots consisted of 

four rows, which were 1 m long with 20 plants. The 

distance between rows was 30 cm. Standard ones were 

used for breeding programs in irrigation and fertilization 

applications. The soil of experimental area contains 1.2% 

organic matter and 9.6% lime; it is salt-free, clayey and 

slightly alkaline (pH 7.9-8.3). The total precipitation, 

average temperature and average humidity were 299.0 

mm, 10.01 °C and 74.4% in the 2015-2016 growing 

season, while they were 289.4 mm, 8.63°C and 73.3% in 

the 2016-2017 growing season, respectively. The harvest 

was done when the plants in each plot reached maturity, 

and first cleaned using the Buhler Labofix 90 mini-cleaner 

(Brabender, Duisburg, Germany). Grain samples were 

milled to whole-wheat flours on an ultra-centrifugal mill 

(Retsch ZM 200, Germany) equipped with a 0.5 mm 

sieve. Thus, ground grain samples were prepared for the 

analysis of some quality characteristics and GlutoPeak 

properties stated below. 

Quality traits 

The protein rate (PR), wet gluten rate (WG), dry 

gluten rate (DG) (%) was determined in a NIR 

spectroscopy device (NIR 6500, Foss, Hillerod, 

Denmark), which was calibrated by bread wheat whole 

grain samples, according to AACC method 39-01.01 

(AACC, 2010). As for the SDS sedimentation value, lactic 

acid, sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), bromophenol blue, 

and flour were mixed, and the suspension prepared with 

the particles after 14 minutes rinsing process were 

determined by measuring the collapsed part volume, in 

milliliters (Pena et al., 1990). 

GlutoPeak tests 

The gluten aggregation properties of whole-wheat 

flour samples were measured by the GlutoPeak device 

(Brabender, Duisburg, Germany). Initially, 8 g of whole-

wheat flour sample was weighed and dispersed in calcium 

chloride solution with 9 g of 0.5 mol L-1. Meanwhile the 

liquid to solid ratio was kept at 1.26 and the flour moisture 

was 14% (Marti et al., 2015). The measurements were 

performed with 34°C sample temperature, 1900 rpm 

rotation speed and 600 s measure times. Maximum torque 

(BEM in [BU]), torque 15 s before maximum (AM in 

[BU]), torque 15 s after maximum (PM in [BU]), peak 

maximum time (PMT in [s]), alveograph energy (AE was 

calibrated classical alveograph method in [arbitrary units 

(AU)] and water absorption (WA was calibrated classical 

farinograph method as %) was automatically provided by 

the software GlutoPeak (version 2.0.0). The measurements 

were done three parallels for each replicates. 
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Statistical analyses 

The “Line×Tester” analysis and its components, 

general combining ability (GCA), specific combining 

ability (SCA), GCA / SCA ratio, broad (H2), and narrow-

sense heritability (h2), were estimated by AGD-R ver. 4.0 

software released by CIMMYT (Rodríguez et al., 2015). 

F1 and F2 generations were analyzed separately. The 

scatter plot graphs based on GCA, SCA and mean values 

of parents and hybrids were drawn by IBM SPSS 20 

software program. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

“Line×Tester” variance analyze and determination of 

gene action 

Table 1 presents “Line×Tester” variance analysis and 

genetic components for each character of the genotype 

and hybrid combinations. When the “Line×Tester” 

variance analysis of the traits was examined, observed 

significant variation indicates that examined genotypes 

(parents and hybrids) had different genetic backgrounds. 

The data suggested that the expression of the traits in the 

hybrids varied according to the parental combination 

(Nathan et al., 2011).  
 

Table 1. “Line×Tester” variance analysis and genetic components for each character of genotype and hybrid combinations 

SOV DF  PR SDS WG DG BEM PMT AM PM AE WA 

Replication 2 
F1 1.16 0.22 1.32 0.30 11.65** 6.83** 1.66 2.53 7.34** 5.63** 

F2 4.46* 1.64 1.79 6.32** 0.84 1.77 0.79 1.44 0.10 0.47 

Genotypes 38 
F1 0.70 2.34** 2.84** 4.27** 7.17** 15.40** 6.28** 6.64** 16.79** 1.82* 

F2 2.25** 1.60* 2.11** 2.53** 1.60* 1.41 0.69 1.91** 2.04** 1.37 

Parents 10 
F1 0.70 1.26 1.13 2.24* 8.05** 33.40** 10.10** 8.26** 15.96** 1.70 

F2 2.00* 2.09* 2.18* 2.65** 1.80 2.20* 0.71 2.87** 2.26* 1.26 

Hybrids 27 
F1 0.72 2.24** 3.56** 5.18** 5.15** 9.25** 5.07** 4.83** 14.66** 1.61 

F2 2.42** 1.29 2.16** 2.52** 1.39 1.17 0.65 1.60 1.79* 1.44 

Parents vs Hybrids 1 
F1 0.01 15.88** 0.43 0.18 53.00** 1.33 0.71 39.40** 82.58**  8.72** 

F2 0.14 5.15* 0.08 1.31 5.20* 0.04 1.71 0.65 6.43* 0.71 

Lines 6 
F1 1.01 1.96 0.17 0.39 1.83 1.17 0.31 1.95 1.58 1.01 

F2 1.12 2.09 1.46 2.49 1.74 1.23 0.87 1.11 1.74 1.55 

Testers 3 
F1 1.99 0.53 0.87 0.49 0.42 0.60 0.55 2.10 1.38 1.12 

F2 0.51 1.52 0.36 0.42 0.40 3.48* 2.17 0.53 0.40 0.50 

Line × Tester 18 
F1 0.65 1.93* 4.44** 6.42** 4.60** 9.31** 6.37** 3.62** 12.51** 1.59 

F2 2.49** 0.99 2.09* 1.99* 1.27 0.88 0.59 1.64 1.63 1.35 

             

GC             

σ²GCA/ σ²SCA  F1 -0.18 0.22 -0.17 -0.15 0.10 -0.01 -0.16 0.31 0.11 0.02 

  F2 0.00 -37.02 0.03 0.33 0.34 -1.44 -0.09 -0.07 0.34 0.24 

σ²A  F1 0.12 9.89 -4.4 -0.92 24.44 -0.68 -16.84 10.44 5567.03 0.18 

  F2 0.00 6.26 0.13 0.15 5.67 12.95 1.49 -0.76 847.92 0.43 

σ²D  F1 -0.84 39.22 25.96 5.92 240.21 147.98 104.87 39.45 49356.53 7.38 

  F2 0.46 -0.19 3.94 0.44 16.49 -8.96 -16.92 10.52 2491.09 1.75 

σ²E  F1 0.58 15.73 1.20 0.25 20.43 4.84 4.85 3.18 1199.01 2.63 

  F2 0.07 9.52 0.79 0.12 20.09 22.45 12.65 8.28 3002.30 2.28 

H2  F1 0.18 0.76 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.98 0.74 

  F2 0.87 0.39 0.84 0.83 0.52 0.36 0.11 0.56 0.53 0.49 

h2  F1 0.15 0.15 0.00 -0.08 0.08 -0.004 -0.008 0.20 0.10 0.02 

  F2 0.00 0.39 0.03 0.21 0.13 0.36 0.11 -0.008 0.13 0.10 

CLV (%)  F1 20.26 37.51 4.84 10.71 36.30 26.22 8.72 32.48 30.02 22.16 

  F2 25.64 35.73 31.42 43.68 35.21 20.58 17.53 25.44 35.20 32.24 

CTV (%)  F1 19.88 5.08 12.08 6.71 4.15 6.69 7.61 17.53 13.07 12.29 

  F2 5.81 13.00 3.91 3.66 4.05 29.14 21.93 6.10 4.05 5.18 

CL×TV (%)  F1 59.86 57.41 83.08 82.58 59.55 67.09 83.66 49.99 56.91 65.56 

  F2 68.55 51.26 64.67 52.66 60.74 50.28 60.54 68.46 60.75 62.57 
 *P<0.05 , ** P < 0.01 (SOV: Source of variation; DF: Degree of freedom; PR: Protein rate; SDS: Sedimentation value; WG: Wet gluten; DG: Dry 
gluten; BEM: Brebender equivalent at maximum torque; PMT: Peak maximum time; AM: torque 15 s before maximum; PM: torque 15 s after 

maximum; AE: Energy; WA: Water absorption; GC: Genetic components; GCA: General combining ability; SCA: Specific combining ability; A: 

additive; D: Dominance; H2: Broad sense heritability; h2: Narrow sense heritability; CLV: Contribution of lines variance; CTV: Contribution of 
testers variance; CL×TV: Contribution of line x tester interaction variance) 
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The contributions to total variances of lines (CLV), 

testers (CTV), and “Line×Tester” interaction (CL×CTV) 

varied for examined traits in both generations. The 

CL×CTV to all properties were defined as the highest in 

both generations. The CL×CTV increased in the F2 

generations for PR, BEM, PM and AE values. The CLV 

or CTV was generally inversely varied. Namely, if the 

CLV decreased in F2, the CTV increased. However, both 

CLV and CTV increased in the F2 for AM value, while 

they decreased for BEM and PM values. This indicates 

that the distribution of parental alleles reshapes in 

progenies as the generations progress, because F1 is 

completely heterozygote, while F2 is the first segregating 

generation.  

When the GCA / SCA ratio is less than one and 

negative, it is interpreted by the presence of "additive x 

dominance" gene interactions (Falconer and Mackay, 

1996). The ratio of the GCA and SCA variance estimates 

for examined traits indicated that “additive×dominance” 

gene interaction was available for PR, WG, DG, PMT, 

and AM in the F1, while dominant gene effects were 

dominated in all other traits. The situation in the F2 was 

different because of re-regulation of genes. Additive and 

dominant genes were equally effective on the protein rate. 

“Additive×dominance” and epistatic gene interaction was 

present on the values of AM, PM, SDS, and PMT in the 

F2, while the dominant gene effects continued to 

predominate on other properties. The prominence of 

dominant genes was confirmed by the variances of 

additive and dominance. In the F1 generation, the H2 

mostly indicated a moderate and high degree of 

heritability. It was expected that the value of heritability in 

the F2 would decrease because the homozygosity in the 

population increased. The h2 was found very low due to 

the prominent dominant genes. It was also found that 

some traits had a negative heritability degree. The reason 

is that dominant and epistasis variances in total genetic 

variance are larger than the additive variance. Non-

additive effects can be superior due to a high degree of 

dispersion of increasing alleles between parents. 

Moreover, these mentioned results suggest that it may be 

due to the epistatic incompatibilities between alleles at 

two or more loci (Boeven et al., 2020).  

Dominance, one component of non-additive genetic 

variance, is a fundamental cause of inbreeding depression 

while epistasis occurs depending on the genetic 

background and environmental conditions (Novoselovic et 

al., 2004). The results of the calculated genetic parameters 

were based on the fact that the traits examined have a 

complex genetic structure that is highly influenced by the 

environment and managed by a large number of alleles. 

Therefore, the selection for these traits should be 

postponed to further generations. Patel et al. (2018) 

detected non-additive gene effects and low heritability for 

PR, SDS, and gluten amount. The most important quality 

criteria in wheat are PR, SDS, and gluten amount, and 

these traits are managed by many genes, have low 

heritability and are affected by environmental conditions.   

All of these make it difficult to transfer from one progeny 

to another. However, testing with a low number of 

samples by rapid analysis techniques has revealed 

important opportunities in quality breeding.  

General combining ability of 11 parents for 

basic quality traits 

The GCA value is a parameter commonly used for 

parental selection in hybridization breeding. The ability to 

transmit the desired performance to the hybrid progeny of 

a genotype is defined as the combining ability (Falconer 

and Mackay, 1996). It is possible to select the 

characteristics which are not affected by environmental 

conditions according to the parental observation values 

without the need for intensive biometric-genetic 

evaluations. Although the quality characteristics of bread 

wheat are heritable, they are also affected by 

environmental conditions.  

Figure 1 shows the average observation values and 

GCA effects of the examined characteristics of the parents 

used in the study. The PR values and the combining 

ability effects of parents were found very close to each 

other in both generations. The DH22 line with the highest 

observation value also had the highest positive GCA 

effect and could be an ideal parent to develop a cultivar 

with high protein. Even if Bezostaja-1 genotypes had high 

GCA in the F1, they could not maintain these attributes in 

the F2. Bezostaja-1 is an indispensable parent in breeding 

programs that generally aim to improve protein quality 

(Horvat et al., 2006; Mladenov et al., 2011). However, the 

DH20 and DH22 lines may be competitors by having both 

high observation values and GCA effects.  

The high SDS shows that the amount and quality of 

gluten are high. Generally, there is a positive relationship 

between PR, gluten content and SDS (Katyal et al., 2016). 

In this study, protein, gluten, and sedimentation values did 

not parallel each other. The highest SDS value was 

observed in Bezostaja-1 between testers and in DH16 

between lines.  The GCA effects were acceptable in 

DH20, DH21 and Bezostaja-1 genotypes, considering 

both generations.  

It has been reported that the bread wheat quality will 

be acceptable with a WG amount over of 28%. The 

amount of DG is 1/3 of the amount of WG (Egesel et al., 

2009). In this study, WG and DG values nearly of all 

parents were above the desired values. When the GCA 

effects were examined, the DH20 and DH22 lines had 

high values in both generations and therefore, emerged as 

suitable parents for breeding studies intended for 

increased gluten content. 

General combining ability of 11 parents for 

GlutoPeak traits 

Figure 2 shows the GCA of 11 parents for Glutopeak 

traits. BEM value corresponding to the maximum-

recorded torque occurring as gluten aggregates is high in 

good quality genotypes (Amoriello et al., 2016). 

Genotypes DH18, DH21, Bezostaja-1, Harmankaya-99, 

and Kate A-1 were prominent in terms of BEM value. It 

was satisfactory that the GCA effects of these genotypes 
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(except Bezostaja-1) were positive. In addition, lines 

DH20 and DH22 should be considered with high GCA 

effects in both generations.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Mean performance and general combining ability (GCA) of 11 parents for some quality parameters (I: good 

performance/poor combiner, II: good performance/good combiner, III: poor performance/poor combiner, IV: poor performance/good 

combiner) 
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Figure 2. Mean performance and general combining ability (GCA) of 11 parents for GlutoPeak traits (I: good performance/poor 

combiner, II: good performance/good combiner, III: poor performance/poor combiner, IV: poor performance/good combiner) 
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The PMT value corresponds to the time until the 

maximum torque is reached, and it is an indicator of 

gluten aggregation kinetics (Amoriello et al., 2016). The 

decrease in PMT indicates increasing protein and gluten 

content (Sissons, 2016; Rakita et al., 2018). The PMT 

values of parents as means changed from 27.50 (Kate A-

1) to 59.33 (Altay-2000). Genotypes DH19 and Kate A-1 

may be suitable parents to reduce PMT with negative 

GCA effects.  

The AM value shows a good correlation with the loaf 

volume and a low AM value is an indicator of weak gluten 

structure. AM value is generally above 20 in bread flour 

(Bouachra et al., 2017). All of the parents are genotypes 

with good bread quality. Parents with positive combining 

ability have the competence to transfer the desired AM 

value to their offspring. DH18 and Bezostaja-1 genotypes 

should be particularly emphasized.  

The PM value indicates the weakening of gluten along 

with continued mixing and it is generally high in flatbread 

(yufka) and bread flour, while low in biscuit flour 

(Karaduman et al., 2015). All parents are suitable to make 

high-quality yufka and bread according to PM value. The 

Kate A-1 with the highest PM value had a high and 

positive GCA effect and continued this in the F2 

generation. Then, the lines DH18, DH21, and DH22 

should be followed for this trait.  

The value of AE proposed for standard flour is ranged 

160-200×10-4 J (Bordes et al., 2008). Determined AE 

values of nearly all parents in this study were higher than 

standard flour. DH18, DH21, Harmankaya-99, and Kate 

A-1 genotypes could form the strong dough. The 

aforementioned genotypes had combining ability effects 

that could transfer their strong dough-forming capability 

to their generations. The DH20 and DH22 lines are also 

parents that could be used to obtain a medium-strength 

dough.  

Water absorption is the water amount required for a 

particular flour weight to obtain dough of desired 

consistency (Aydogan et al., 2015). High WA is desired. 

Although the WA values were found very close to each 

other, the GCA effects were different. All genotypes 

except DH6 were qualified parents for the desired WA. 

Genotype selection based on both the GlutoPeak 

observation values and the effects of the combining ability 

will provide new genetic resources to breeding programs 

intended for the development of these characteristics. 

DH20, DH21, DH22, Bezostaja-1, Harmankaya-99, and 

Kate A-1 genotypes are fit for this purpose. 

Specific combining ability of 28 "Line×Tester" bread 

wheat crosses for basic quality traits 

Figure 3 shows the SCA of 28 "Line×Tester" bread 

wheat crosses for some quality parameters. In hybrids, 

“DH20×Harmankaya-99” had the highest value in the F1 

generation with 17.06%. In the F2 generation, the PR 

between hybrids changed between 13.10% 

(DH6×Bezostaja-1) and 14.98% (DH22×Kate A-1). 

According to Thorwarth et al. (2018), PR of F1 hybrids 

has lower mean values compared to their parents while 

Al-Naggar et al. (2015) reported that they have higher PR 

than their parents. In this study, hybrids were generally 

among parental values. “DH19×Harmankaya-99”, 

“DH20×Bezostaja-1” and “DH21×Altay-2000” are 

promising combinations with high observation values and 

positive SCA effects in both generations. Hybrids 

(DH18×Kate A-1, DH19×Bezostaja-1, and 

DH20×Harmankaya-99) with superior F1 performance and 

low F2 performance or hybrids (DH6×Altay-2000, 

DH6×Harmankaya-99, DH22×Kate A-1) with low F1 

performance but high F2 performance should also be 

followed for several generations.  

The SDS was the highest in the “DH21×Altay-2000” 

(54.33 ml) in the F1, whereas the highest value was found 

in the “DH21×Bezostaja-1” (45.33 ml) in the F2. While 

SDS of all hybrids decreased in the F2 generation, the SDS 

value of “DH16×Altay-2000” increased. The SCA effects 

of hybrids were as follows: -6.88 (DH20×Bezostaja-1) - 

7.79 (DH19×Bezostaja-1) in the F1 and -3.98 

(DH18×Bezostaja-1) - 5.02 (DH21×Bezostaja-1) in the F2.  

The values of WG and DG were mostly similar. The 

WG values were found to be lower in the F2 generation 

and the rate of DG was lower in the same way. Eighteen 

hybrids in the F1 had a positive SCA effect, whereas 12 

hybrids had a positive SCA effect in the F2 for both traits. 

Both high performance and acceptable combining ability 

were found in “DH22×Kate A-1”, “DH21×Altay-2000”, 

“DH20×Bezostaja-1”, and “DH6×Harmankaya-99” in 

both generations for WG and DG value. Dry gluten can be 

accepted as a direct indicator of flour strength and bread‐

making potential by correlating with crude protein (Pasha 

et al., 2007). Hybrids that stand out in terms of DG values 

are promising as quality bread wheat genotypes.  

Specific combining ability of 28 "Line×Tester" bread 

wheat crosses for GlutoPeak traits 

The GlutoPeak method correlates most of the bread-

making quality characters (Marti et al., 2015; Bouachra et 

al., 2017; Rakita et al., 2018). In addition to the observed 

values of the genotypes in terms of GlutoPeak properties, 

knowing the combining abilities will make it easier to 

reveal those with high quality. The high BEM, AM, and 

PM values are indicated more gluten strength (Marti et al., 

2015).  

Figure 4 shows the SCA of 28 "Line×Tester" bread 

wheat crosses for GlutoPeak traits. The hybrids examined 

in the F1 generation were similar in terms of BEM and PM 

values.  “DH20×Harmankaya-99” and “DH21×Altay-

2000”, which show high observation and SCA values for 

all three values, are capable of high gluten resistance. 

Hybrids with superior performance and high combining 

ability due to changes in the distribution of alleles in 

combinations have taken place in different groups in the 

F2. However, there were still combinations that are 

capable of maintaining high gluten resistance, namely 

“DH16×Kate A-1”, “DH22×Kate A-1” and 

“DH21×Altay-2000”.  
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Figure 3. Mean performance and specific combining ability (SCA) of 28 “Line×Tester” bread wheat crosses for some quality 

parameters (I: good performance/poor combiner, II: good performance/good combiner, III: poor performance/poor combiner, IV: 

poor performance/good combiner; Genotype codes: A: Altay, B: Bezostaja, H: Harmankaya, K: Kate) 
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Figure 4. Mean performance and specific combining ability (SCA) of 28 “Line×Tester” bread wheat crosses for Gluto-Peak traits (I: 

good performance/poor combiner, II: good performance/good combiner, III: poor performance/poor combiner, IV: poor 

performance/good combiner; Genotype codes: A: Altay, B: Bezostaja, H: Harmankaya, K: Kate) 

 

The value of PMT, which is associated with the dough 

kneading time, was high in “DH6×Kate A-1”, 

“DH18×Harmankaya-99”, “DH20×Bezostaja-1” and 

“DH22×Altay-2000” and their positive combining 

abilities in both generations seem to be suitable for long-

process bread quality with longer kneading time.  

Considering the classification of Bordes et al. (2008), 

all genotypes were higher than medium-strong dough and 
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standard flour in the F1. “DH16×Harmankaya-99”, 

“DH6×Harmankaya-99”, “DH16×Altay-2000”, 

“DH6×Bezostaja-1”, “DH19×Kate A-1”, “DH19×Altay-

2000” and “DH19×Bezostaja-1” with weak and medium 

dough characteristics and below the standards of flour in 

the F2 also had negative SCA. However, 

“DH20×Harmankaya-99”, “DH16×Bezostaja-1” and 

“DH21×Altay-2000”, all showing high AE and SCA 

values in both F1 and F2, should be followed for this trait. 

Bread-making flours should have a high WA capacity 

so that the dough and bread yield will be relatively high 

(Ma et al., 2007). All of the hybrids examined in the study 

had an acceptable WA capacity. Hybrids such as 

“DH20×Harmankaya-99”, “DH21×Altay-2000”, 

“DH16×Bezostaja-1” and “DH22×Kate A-1” with high 

and positive SCA are promising for this trait. 

In the examined population, “DH16×Bezostaja-1”, 

“DH20×Bezostaja-1”, “DH20×Harmankaya-99”, 

“DH21×Altay-2000” and “DH22×Kate A-1” are 

promising combinations for all traits according to 

observation values and SCA effects. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, the SCA effect indicated non-additive 

gene effects were prominent in all examined traits. It can 

be proposed that postpone the selection to the next 

generations to avoid loss of superior genotypes. However, 

selection may be started in the F2 generation for protein 

rate, SDS sedimentation value, gluten content, and 

GlutoPeak traits such as PMT, AM, and PM depending on 

epistasis. Even though there was a remarkable decrease in 

the magnitude of the SCA in the F2 population in most 

combinations, an opportunity could still be obtained for 

the selection of best quality genotypes. The data obtained 

from this study are valid for the current population and 

environmental conditions. It should be supported with 

various research in populations that will be created with 

different genotypes to characterize different gene 

interactions.  
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